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Column 
one- 
Possible deportation awaits three Iranians 
Court sentences, 
fines McGuire 
Former Student Recreation 
Center Director Raymond 
"Ben" McGuire was sentenced 
to two and one-half years of 
probation and fined $600 in 
Wood County common Pleas 
Court Monday. 
He pleaded guilty Dec. 12 in 
the court to tampering with 
records, a felony. 
McGuire fired Sept 4, 
already repaid the University 
$4,300 that he pocketed by alter- 
ing records at the rec center. 
A sentence of 1-6 years at the 
Columbus Correction Facility 
was suspended. 
SGA meets today 
to discuss report 
The Student Government 
Association will hear a report 
on the College of Business at a 
meeting at 7:30 p.m. today in 
the Assembly Room, McFall 
Center. 
Some SGA members had 
been investigating problems 
with the college that forced 
many students out of business 
classes this quarter. 
A progress report on SGA's 
University Health Center pro- 
ject will be presented. 
The project proposes that the 
center offer 24-hour in-patient 
healthcare. 
Inside 
News 
City council and landlords 
will face off again tonight to 
discuss the proposed housing 
code. Page 3. 
Portraits 
r-T 
* 
Portraits 
Portraits, a special edition in- 
side the News, examines the 
unique personalities of some 
local people who arc not nor- 
mally in the news. 
Weather 
Mostly cloudy. High 27 F (-10 
C), low 14 F (-3 C). 30-percent 
chance    of   precipitation. 
by Diana R»do 
•tall reporter 
Three Iranians illegally living in the 
dty may be deported to their country 
after a hearing in Cleveland Feb. 11 
before an immigration judge. 
Former University students Seyed 
Abdolvahid Ghodsi, 610 Fourth St., 
Apt. C, . and Seyed Abdollah 
VakUian, Apt. 238, E. Gypsy Lane 
Road, and former Findlay College stu- 
dent, Seyed Mohammed Sadegh 
Kashani-Gharavi, 610 Fourth St, Apt 
C, were arrested here by UJS. im- 
migration officers Monday and charg- 
ed for remaining in the country as 
non-immigrants. 
"It is a violation of student status if 
a foreign student still is living in the 
country and not attending school," ex- 
plained Peter Skjold, assistant 
district director of investigations of 
the U.S. Immigration and Naturaliza- 
tion Service office in Cleveland. 
Ghodsi, 25, and Vakilian, 18, had at- 
tended the University fall quarter but 
were dropped this quarter for 
academic reasons, Dr. L Edward 
Shuck Jr., director of International 
Programs, said. 
IT WAS SHUCKS office that in- 
formed the Immigration Service in 
Cleveland in January that the Ira- 
nians were not enrolled at the Univer- 
sity. 
"Whenever someone is no longer 
connected with the University, we are 
required by law to notify the Im- 
migration Service," be said. 
"We are no longer responsible for 
them being in the United States," 
Shuck added. 
But he stressed, "We do this every 
quarter. We are obeying the law, not 
picking on Iranians." 
SHUCK SAID his office was notified 
at the end of December that the Ira- 
nians had been dismissed and that 
their petitions for reinstatement had 
been denied. 
But he added "We had three Ira- 
nians who flunked out and weren't 
reinstated. I don't know what happen- 
ed to the third." 
Kashani-Gharavi, 26, the other Ira- 
nian facing deportation and formerly 
enrolled at Findlay College, had a per- 
mit to live here until May 21,1980 but 
he failed to apply for an extension. 
Ghodsi's permit does not expire un- 
til Aug. 31,1981, but because he was 
dismissed from the University be 
violated his student status. 
THE IRANIANS spent Monday 
night in Lucas County jail and were 
released yesterday at 12:15 p.m. They 
each paid bonds of 83,000, said John 
Callahan, Toledo defense lawyer who 
will represent the three men. 
Callahan gained recognition in the 
dty when be represented four defen- 
dants charged in last spring quarter's 
stolen exam scandal 
The lawyer has not yet planned his 
defense for the hearing. 
But, Skjold said, "There isn't much 
of a defense if a foreigner here is sup- 
posed to be a student and no longer is 
one." 
But be added that "life is a little 
harder" for Iranian students since 
November 1979 when former Presi- 
dent Jimmy Carter ordered the depor- 
tation of these students because of the 
hostage crisis in Iran. 
There were 1,300 Iranian students in 
Ohio then, from which about 250 
deportation cases evolved, Skjold 
estimated. 
The service verified the departure 
of 60 Iranian students, although not all 
of the cases have been finalized, he 
added. 
A deportation case may take a long 
time, Sjkold said, because it may be 
appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court 
"But not too many go that far," he 
added. 
Paul Johnson 
Local piano man now 
plays for his supper 
by David Whitman 
"EVERY ONCE in a while I 
send a bill and every once in a 
while I receive a check. I know 
finances are tight for students," 
he said. "I'm just not the type of 
person who can say, 'If you don't 
pay, I won't play.'" 
Johnson started playing piano 
when he was about 5 years old. He 
started playing publicly at 12 in a 
church in Muskegon, Mich. "They 
were really hard up for organists 
at that church." he recalled. 
He continued playing and taking 
lessons through high school and 
college. He graduated from Hope 
College in Holland, Mich, with a 
Bachelor's degree in pre- 
medicine. He got a job at a 
hospital In Holland as a lab aid, 
then moved here to work at Wood 
County Hospital. 
"Wood County put me on the se- 
cond shift, and I had too much 
free time. Sometimes there would 
be nothing to do for two hours," 
he said. "I don't like sitting 
around, so I quit to get a job at a 
restaurant" 
HOWEVER, that job fell 
through, Johnson said, so he 
started selling life insurance door 
to door. 
"That lasted about a month and 
a half. I couldn't stand selling 
people something I don't believe 
in myself. Every time I sold a 
policy I felt guilty," he said. 
After that Johnson worked in a 
factory, then moved on to the 
auditor's office. Then he decided 
to do something he really enjoyed. 
Play piano. 
"Most of my clients are voice 
students," Johnson said. "I make 
out a new schedule every quarter, 
just like the profs and the 
students. I never know what I'll be 
doing from week to week." 
Johnson said a career as a doc- 
tor is still very much in the pic- 
ture for him.. 
"I'VE HAD a lot of experiences 
that have convinced me I want to 
be a doctor," be said. "When I 
was working at Wood County 
Hospital, there was this 4-year-old 
boy who had leukemia. When be 
came in for a blood exam, it took 
three or four people to hold him 
SUM photos by Scott Keeler 
Accompanying a studont performer, Paul Johnson play* the piano In Kobacker Hall, Musical Arts 
Canter. Johnson makes his living playing piano for students auditioning tor University productions. 
down. He kept screaming, 'Don't 
use the alcohol! Don't use the 
alcohol!'" 
"Finally there was one night 
when I was the only one around to 
draw him," Johnson continued. 
"Only I didn't use the alcohol. 
After a while I could draw blood 
from him by myself. 
"It's that kind of doctor-patient 
It was isolation that finally con- 
vinced Paul Johnson he should 
become a professional accom- 
Danist. 
relationship I enjoy," he said. 
"You see, I want to help people 
in a more meaningful way than 
just playing piano for them." 
"I worked as data collector la- 
the county auditor's office during 
the property tax reappraisal of 
1980. It was an active, outdoor job 
and I got to meet a lot of nice peo- 
ple," Johnson explained. 'I must 
have been doing a good job 
because, unfortunately, I got pro- 
moted to an assessor's postion. 
That meant I had to sit in my car 
all day and appraise houses. It 
drove me crazy." 
Landlords blame rent Increases on spiraling economy 
Typa of ott-campu. homing 
Furnished one-bedroom 
Unfurnished one bedroom 
Furnished two bedroom 
Unfurnished two bedroom 
1981-82 
Average Incr—ea 
S2SfX379/month 7-fl percent 
8228/month 7-9 percent 
$2fXM25/month 8-12 percent 
•295/montrl 6-12 percent 
mtMM««Meto Note; The above figure* are based o» the Student Co 
OH-Campus Housing, 1N1-82. and quotations from representative* of 
various apaitmeal eomptexea. To gam specific Information about a par- 
ticular dwelling, consult the guide which Is available In the SCU office. 408 
Student Santos* BMg. 
by Gary Bsnz 
staff reporter 
Like gasoline and peanut butter, rent is going up. 
And next year, students living off campus can ex- 
pect to pay between 8-12 percent more than this 
year, several local landlords say. 
The reasons for the increase, the landlords say, 
are spiraling labor, maintenance and utility costs. 
"With the economy the way it Is, we have to take 
into account the cost factor of everything more so 
than ever before," Pat Maurer, of Maurer Green 
Rentals, said. 
Among the cost factors for Maurer are sewer, 
utility and insurance costs, which she calls "the big- 
gest Increases." 
BUT EVEN with those increases, Maurer expects 
full occupancy of the more than S3 units owned by 
Maurer Green. 
Prices at Maurer Green, like most other rental 
units, depend on proximity to campus. But general- 
ly, Maurer said, the least expensive way to live 
would be in an unfurnished efficiency which could 
be had, including all utilities, for about $135 a 
month. A furnished efficiency, she said, averages 
about $150 a month. 
For apartments, Maurer Green lists both furnish- 
ed and unfurnished apartments at between $250-425, 
depending on location. 
The story is much the same at the Carty apart- 
ments, where owner Ed Carty said students can ex- 
pect ot pay between 84) percent more next vear. 
But even with the rent hikes, Carty said. Campus 
Manor, where the rent is $480 a month for next year, 
and other Carty-owned properties with comparable 
rates nearly are filled. 
Carty said one reason students still are opting for 
off-campus life is because it's cheaper in the long 
run. 
ONE WHO agrees with Carty's observations is 
University Housing Director Robert Rudd. 
"If someone wants to live off campus," he said, 
"they'll find a place they can afford." 
Rudd said that although rates for rooms on cam- 
pus are not set for next year, increases are in- 
evitable. This year, a double room costs $317 per 
quarter per student In Offenhauer, rooms are $380 
a quarter, and rooms in the greek bouses run $336 a 
quarter. 
BUT ONE local landlord said increased rent can 
ultimately be traced back to the student occupants. 
Doug Valentine, owner of Preferred Properties 
Inc. which runs Haven House, Piedmont Apart- 
ments, Meadowview Courts and others, said the 
7-percent increase in bis properties stems from the 
constant wear on the rooms. 
continued an page 3 
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Opinion. 
Better service should 
accompany rent hike 
1X7 hen the cost of food, clothing, shelter and services 
f fgoes up, inflation gets blamed. And more than likely in- 
flation is the culprit. 
For the most part, college students do double-takes when 
looking at price tags, swallow hard and reluctantly accept 
the skyrocketing prices. And this is true even when it 
comes to paying rent. 
We understand what landlords are faced with: spiraling 
labor, maintenance and utility costs; delinquent rent 
payments; sometimes unruly tenants; and maybe even 
empty rental units. Undoubtedly, the cost for renting an 
apartment will increase annually, but so too should perfor- 
mance by the landlords. 
To put it simply: if renters are required to pay more for 
their apartment, then landlords should make a concerted 
effort to be more conscientious when attending to com- 
plaints by their tenants. 
It is pretty well-known among student renters who the 
"good" landlords are; the ones that promptly respond to 
service calls or other apartment-relaied problems. It also 
is known which landlords are not as concerned with their 
responsibilities to renters; like the ones that view renters 
strictly as "income resources" and either ignore com- 
plaints or do half-a-job to temporarily remedy a situation. 
With the University cutting back on the enrollment and 
the high cost of living off-campus, in the years ahead 
landlords may not enjoy "guaranteed" full apartment 
complexes that most do now. 
Let's just say that students should learn to be good to 
their landlords and in turn, landlords also should be good to 
their renters, who are and will be their "bread and butter." 
Right-wing ranters 
need to be controlled 
It's ominous that only 28 hours after 
Ronald Reagan rode out of the West to 
assume command of Fort America, a 
legion of anti-abortion vigilantes 
mustered up the courage to parade 
around the capital demanding the 
scalps of everyone who thought 
women should have a choice in the 
matter of birth. And Capt. Reagan 
saluted them, saying, "Yes, by God, 
it's time we made that mad Calvary 
swoop into the hills and flush out 
those few remaining liberals huddled 
around the embers of the Great Socie- 
ty. 
This becomes the crux of the 
Reagan problem: can this man, 
elected primarily on economic and 
political dissatisfaction, control the 
rantings of the right-wing drummers 
and evangelical snake-oil salesmen 
who see his victory as a mandate to 
roll back the broad social changes of 
the last 25 years? 
THERE ARE already dark and ugly 
rumors of these conservative carpet- 
baggers moving into posts of power in 
the FCC. Meanwhile, other rats 
emerge from the sewers: a merger 
has been forged between the National 
Federation for Decency, Moral Ma- 
jority and Phyllis Schlafly's band of 
backward-looking types to form 
something called the Coalition for 
Better Television. This mob plans ac- 
tion against shows with sex, violence 
and profanity. 
If the CBT were truly interested in 
wiping out that trinity of sins, they 
could start by trying to improve the 
public school system, which is likely 
to have twice as much sex, violence 
and profanity as any television show. 
Furthermore, Rev. John Hurt of 
Tennessee has taken a more radical 
approach to curb TV programming, 
that of censorship-by-boycott is a 
flagrant violation of the Bill of Rights, 
and it is hypocritical in the sense that 
some evangelists get rich off the very 
Focus 
Robert J. Roberts 
University student 
■ i       i HI i»   i 
medium (TV) they attack. 
What newest vulgarity lies around 
the bend for these circuit riding 
preachers? Perhaps they'll want to 
apply the nut to the spring swimwear 
issue of Sports Illustrated. In a 
zealous effort to preserve their 
values, they propose to ride 
roughshod over individual rights. 
EVEN MORE terrifying is the 
emergence of the National Conser- 
vative Political Action Committee 
(NCPAC). With all the subtlety of an 
Apache raid, this 350,000-member war 
party channeled $2.9 million into last 
year's Presidential and Senate races; 
of course, Carter and four of the six 
targeted senators lost. One of 
NCPAC's beneficiaries. South Dakota 
Sen. James Abdnor, repudiated the 
group and filed a complaint against it 
with the Federal Election Commis- 
sion. 
Abdnor's action, however, is the ex- 
ception; one wonders what kind of 
obligations the rest of the NCPAC- 
backed politicos owe these 
neadhunters. In the next few weeks, 
there could be some nasty favor- 
returning in Congress that bodes ill 
for anyone who wants to draw the line 
between democracy and theocracy. 
These political preachers accept 
neither the new lifestyles, nor the rise 
of minorities, so they take advantage 
of Reagan's coaMails to make certain 
these societal changes are squelched. 
If this is what the Sagebrush Rebellion 
and the New Beginning promise, then 
Reagan has indeed introduced us to 
Death Valley Days. 
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Is it better to be feared or loved? 
BOSTON-One night, while she was   m^^mmmi^m^^ 
waitir-, Barbara Timm had a dream,    •■-, 
She dreamt that the hostages had     H OCUS 
been released and were walking down   ____^^___^^^_ 
the stairway  from their  plane in 
Washington linked arm-in-arm like    Ellen GOOdlTian 
cut-out paper dolls. Only her son 
Kevin was missing. syndicated columnist 
In the dream, as she told it to the 
National Public Radio reporter, Bar- 
bara Timm ran and called the 
American Embassy in Iran. Kevin 
picked up the phone. He couldn't come 
home yet, he explained to his mother, 
because he hadn't finished the puzzle. 
The hostages are home, including 
Kevin. But Mrs. Timm is right: This 
puzzle isn't finished, may never be 
finished. 
The ordeal was born In chaos and 
ended in confusion... and the pieces 
are scattered across the rugs of Iran 
and America. 
IT WILL take tens of academic 
tenures to try and fit them into any 
meaningful picture of what happen- 
ed there. But I think we do know 
something about what happened here. 
We changed 
For a long time when we think about 
this ordeal, what we'll remember 
most is the hate. Television brought 
hate into our living rooms directly 
from Tehran the way it brought war 
home directly from Vietnam. 
We sat in our chairs and watched 
foreigners we'd never met chant hate 
at us night after night In turn we felt 
the urge Santayana wrote about: "To 
knock a thing down, especially if it is 
cocked at an arrogant angle, is a deep 
delight to the blood." 
I'm not trying to assess the history 
of our relations with Iran. Did we go 
wrong by siding with a "despot" shah 
or not defending a friend?" That 
debate will be endless. 
But the seizing of the Americans in 
our embassy made us the victims. We 
felt wronged and vengeful. 
SLOWLY, INEXORABLY, with the 
drama of America Held Hostage 
played out before us, we gave up on 
the notion that we could win through 
reason, win by being "right" in the 
eyes of the world. There was a subtle 
shift in our national character. The 
part of us that wants to be loved by the 
world gave way to the part of us that 
thinks it is wiser to be feared. 
Maybe it la a peculiarity of 
American foreign policy. But we have 
always wanted to be seen as good 
guys. At the end of World War H, our 
image In the world was both strong 
and good It was an unusual historical 
moment; we occupied a rare and 
fragile terrain. 
The territory eroded quickly during 
the Cold War and turned to dust in 
Vietnam. By the end of that war, most 
Americans felt we had been bad guys. 
In many ways, it was Carter who pro- 
mised us that we could win respect 
again by being loved, by wearing the 
white hat of human rights in the 
world. 
Call this idea naive or idealistic - 
either way we lost it in Tehran. We 
lost it in 444 days. We lost it in their 
hate and our outrage. We lost it in 
their terrorism and our impotence. 
"It's nice being liked," Reagan said 
all through a campaign waged against 
the Iranian backdrop. "It's more im- 
portant to be respected." 
WE CAME to believe we had to 
make a choice. That we could have 
love or fear, but not both. 
By the end of this ordeal Carter was 
playing nice cop and Reagan tough 
cop. Carter was negotiating and 
Reagan crying "barbarians." The 
very timing of the release, at the 
deadline moment of Inauguration, 
was dramatic testimony to 
"toughness." The Iranians, we are 
told, finally bargained with Carter 
because they feared Reagan. 
There is no way to know whether a 
hardline   President   could  have 
prevented this ordeal. But we are 
struck by this idea as we try to make 
sense of the hostage story, try to write 
a scenario to protect us in the future. 
The people who wanted to prevent 
"another Vietnam" by being good 
guys have been replaced by the people 
who want to prevent "another Iran" 
by being tough guys. 
The words of Machiavelll come up 
again: 'From this arises the question 
whether it is better to be loved rather 
than feared, or feared rather than lov- 
ed .... If we must choose between 
them, it is far safer to be feared than 
loved." 
I think this is the caption to the pic- 
ture emerging from the scattered 
pieces of our psyche. We are fashion- 
ing a portrait of tough guys now, fear- 
some to others and perhaps rather 
scary to ourselves. 
(e) 1981, The Boston Globe 
Newspaper Co./Washington Past 
Writers Group 
Abortion is selfish opportunity to shirk responsibility 
Jan. 22,1981 marked the eighth an- 
niversary of the Supreme Court 
Amendment legalizing abortion. For 
most BGSU students it was, like any 
other Thursday, a day of classes top- 
ped off with partying at night For me 
it was not a typical Thursday, it was a 
day of frustration and anger - a day 
for finally speaking out 
Pro-abortion forces would have us 
believe that abortion is a Justifiable 
act in that it exercises a woman's 
right over her own body. They appeal 
to us through extremes and exaggera- 
tions, twisted logic and inane threats. 
They do not consider the one basic 
fact that when life is begun it cannot 
be ended without injustice. They 
argue that no one can determine for 
sure when life begins. They admit by 
their doubt they could be murderous 
Focus 
Virginia Basinger 
formar University studtwit 
in their intent They are safe; abortion 
cannot be retroactive. 
One year ago I found myself preg- 
nant - a student with no financial 
security, yet to begin a career and 
unwed. For a while it seemed as if my 
life had ended. The lure of abortion 
was great I too, had my ambitions, 
my dreams, my pride. Luckily I 
sought and found these truths: 
WE HAVE become a selfish society. 
too oriented in thoughts of "me" with 
too little concern for the welfare of 
others. Abortion is a selfish act in that 
it ends something that already has 
been allowed to begin. That this entity 
it denies is life is beyond question. 
Containing within itself its own 
genetic package and completely pro- 
grammed for and actively moving 
toward maturation; it is distinct, in- 
dividual life, this entity, is sacred in 
its humanity. 
The lure of abortion was great The 
reality of abortion was sobering. I 
began to see abortion for what it real- 
ly was, a way for me to shirk respon- 
sibility for an act I had willingly in- 
dulged in. I had had my freedom of 
choice, now I had to accept the conse- 
quences. 
The months that followed were not 
easy. But I found, much to my sur- 
prise, society no longer brands a 
Scarlet A upon the unwed mother and 
true friends do not desert you in times 
of need. Even if they had, there exists 
governmental as well as religious 
organizations that lend financial and 
emotional support 
Three months ago I gave birth to my 
son. Somehow my life which I once 
thought had ended had now only truly 
begun. Next quarter I'll finish my 
education here and get my degree. 
The only thing that's changed is that 
as I've grown and matured, so too has 
a beautiful new life. 
Jan. 22 and every day abortion is 
allowed to continue we should mourn, 
not only for those never to be bom, but 
for those who in denying life have 
denied their own humanity. 
Letters. 
Rockets can't silence 
the house that roars 
Open letter to all BG basketball 
fans: 
Tonight »* Anderson Arena there 
will be a dash between two excellent 
teams, BG and UT. The players are 
highly skilled and well coached, and 
the game should be a close one. The 
Toledo media has spent the last week 
building up this game and their team 
RespoiK 
to the point that it appears UT will 
come to BG and silence the house that 
roars. They think they cannot only, 
beat our players on the court, but also 
the player that sits in the stands. lean 
stand here today and say that I know 
it won't happen. The pride BG 
students have in their team, their 
University and themselves will be 
heard tonight. 
I have been at center court and have 
heard the roar and felt the pride as it 
radiates from the stands to the 
players  on the  court.   Opposing 
DOONESBURY 
coaches know the power and have 
come to fear it. 
Tonight I propose we bring a new 
meaning to the house that roars, fan 
support and pride. I would like to hear 
Anderson Arena louder than it has 
ever been before. You fans have been 
fantastic thus far. Let's pull together 
with the B-hall team and create a roar 
that will send the Rockets back home 
with a message for the MAC: Nobody 
has fans like BG has. 
Tonight anything you have that 
could make noise bring it; anything 
orange wear it. Anything you can do 
that will positively help the cause, do 
it 
Tonight WE shall show Toledo what 
spirit and pride really means. 
Freddie Falcon 
If you would like to comment on 
something in the News or anything 
of interest to the campus or com- 
munity, write to the News. 
The letter or guest column should 
be typewritten, triple-spaced and 
signed. Include your address and 
telephone number for verification. 
The News reserves the right to 
reject letters or portions of letters 
that are in bad taste, malicious or 
libelous. 
Address your comments to: 
Editor of The BG News, 106 Univer- 
sity Hall. 
by Garry Trudeau 
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'Landlords are dealing with people (students) 
who dont know the laws and they'd like to keep It that way' 
Students start to speak out on housing code squabble 
by Staphan Hudak 
atall repoftar 
Councilman-a t-large Wendell Jones 
and city landlords square off today at 
8 p.m. in round three of the city's pro- 
posed housing squabble at the Bowl- 
ing Green High School cafeteria. 
Noticably missing from the last bout 
on Jan. 14 were those caught in the 
fight - the students. 
Briefs  
Students do not seem to be aware of 
the differences the proposed housing 
code could make in their living 
facilities, Michael Grayson of the Stu- 
dent Consumer Union said, noting that 
the proposed code would require the 
dry to inspect every rental unit an- 
nually. 
The Student Consumer Union has 
endorsed the proposed code. 
"Landlords are fighting (the code) 
saying there's little difference bet- 
ween the county code and the new city 
code. But the annual inspections are a 
big difference. Now students don't 
have time to get into it (the complaint 
basis of the county code). Landlords 
are dealing with people (students) 
who don't know the laws and they'd 
like to keep it that way," he said. 
GRAYSON   SAID   he   thinks 
landlords oppose the code because it 
will require registration of ownership 
and regulation of the rental business. 
"They don't want to be regulated, 
that's why they're againsi it," he said. 
Douglas Valentine and Ed Carty, 
along with other city landlords, claim 
the code would add costs to rent that 
would be absorbed by the tenants. 
"If rents go up (because of the 
code), that proves there are things 
Correction 
In a story in Tuesday's News, the name of newly-elected Interfraternity 
Council Treasurer Michael Minlchello was spelled incorrectly. 
Interviews for summer camp jobs 
The Michigan District Lutheran Camps will interview students today 
form 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the University Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E. 
Wooster ST., for summer camp jobs as counselors, kitchen employees 
and general help. 
Yearbook pictures for Gamma lota Sigma 
Yearbook pictures for members of Gamma Iota Sigma will be taken to- 
day at 7:30 p.m. in 111 Business Administration Bldg. 
Faculty recital postponed 
A faculty recital featuring horn player David Rogers and pianist Walter 
Baker scheduled for today has been postponed. The recital will be 
rescheduled at a later date. 
Fashion Merchandising Association meeting    'Coping with Cancer' meetings 
The Fashion Merchandising Association will meet today at 6:30 p.m. in 
the Living Center, Home Economics Bldg. Designer Kevin Ken* will be 
guest speaker and yearbook pictures will be taken. 
Pre-registration meeting for MEP 
There will be a pre-registration meeting for students interested in spr- 
ing quarter MEP today at 6:30 p.m. in US Education Bldg. Requirements 
include EDIF 302, and Math 241 and 242. For more information call 
372-0151. 
"Coping with Cancer," a series of support group meetings designed to 
help cancer patients and their families deal with the disease, will begin 
Jan. 29 at 7 p.m. Advance registration is required. For more information 
call the Toledo Hospital Chaplaincy Department, (419) 473-4007. 
Mortar Board meets 
Mortar Board will meet today at 10 p.m. or after the Bowling Green- 
University of Toledo basketball game in the second floor lounge, Of- 
fenhaur East Yearbook pictures will be taken. 
wrong and there's a need for the 
code," Grayson said. 
GRAYSON SAD) he thinks 90 per- 
cent of the city rental units will pass 
the code, with the exception of the fire 
extinguisher clause. The entire cost 
per unit will be an annual charge of 
$7.50 for a rental permit, plus 
whatever standards need to be met, 
he said. 
"They say they won't absorb the 
cost. And they won't But, the city 
needs to provide minimal safety stan- 
dards to tenants," he said. 
Student Government Association 
Senator Roger Weaver, who has 
represented the SGA at the two 
previous housing code hearings, said 
he is disappointed that many SGA 
senators have little knowledge of the 
proposed code. 
SGA has not made any stand on the 
rent increase. 
As a result of that wear and other 
maintenance expenses, Valentine 
said, furnished four-man apartments 
at Haven House rent for $500 a month 
next quarter. At Piedmont Apart- 
ments on Eighth Street, furnished 
apartments will run about $400 a 
month, which Valentine said is an in- 
crease of about 6-percent from this 
year. 
THE LEAST EXPENSIVE way to 
live, according to Valentine, is in an 
efficiency. A one-bedroom efficiency 
code and may not take a stand, 
Weaver said. 
"THE CODE still is under revision. 
When there is a more definite code 
SGA might take a stand," he said, 
noting senators cannot endorse 
something they are uninformed about. 
Weaver said a bad sign for the pro- 
posed code was the absence of 
students and some landlords from the 
Jan. 14 hearing, Weaver said. The 
landlords who have much to lose. 
"Only one man from the rental 
association was there, only one man 
from the rental association spoke. If 
there were some definite 'no' votes on 
council, Valentine and Newjove and 
those who definitely had money at 
stake would have been there," he 
said. 
The absence of students makes 
council think as though students do 
not care. Weaver said. 
i 
Irom page 1 
REDUCE FAMILY PRETAX 
EDUCATION COSTS 
AS MUCH AS 30 TO 50 
PERCENT 
THROUGH FAMILY ASSET 
SHARING 
DETAILS IN ISSUE #1 OF 
"THE FAMILY ASSET SHARING 
NEWSLETTER" 
$10.00 
Tha Abbolt Company, Inc. 
6750 Franca Ava. S„ Sulta 123 
MlnnaapoM, MN 55435 
RENTALS 1981-1982 
SCHOOL YEAR 
311'/j South Main-New 2 bedroon 
315 South Mala-3 brdrooma 
315'/J South Maln-2 bedroom* 
317 South Maln-3 bedroom* 
319 South Mala-2 bedroom 
332Vi South Maln-3 bedroom 
336Vt South Maln-2 bedroom. 
328'/i South Maln-3 bedrooma 
SOI Slxth-2 bedroom houae 
825 Sixth-3 bedroom houae 
CALL 
NEWLOVE REALTY 
332-5163 
The Tanning Center 
At Hair Unlimited 
143 W. Wooster 
353-3281 
Special 20 Visits 
for $25 With This Coupon 
Mon., Wed., Thurs. & Fit 
10 a.m. • 6 p.m. Toes, noon • 6 p.m. 
Sat. 10 a.m. -4 p.m. 
10 a.m. • 6 p.m. Tiws. noon - 6 p.m. 
Sat. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
"1 
BGNEWS 
Salesperson of the week 
at Meadowview Court, including all 
utilities, is $235 a month. 
Valentine said his customers are re- 
quired to pay electricity, while his 
company pays gas, sewage, water and 
upkeep of the grounds. Also, residents 
in Preferred Properties units have ac- 
cess to an indoor swimming pool 
located at the Piedmont complex. 
According to the Student Consumer 
Union's guide to off-campus housing. 
Carry's, Maurer's and Valentines' 
prices are representative of other 
apartment complexes. 
Kttxmmmmtt 
i 
i 
Ray Szalay 
WEDNESDAY 
SAMPLER 
at 
PAGLIAI'S 
EAST 
...$2.00 
From   11a.m.-9p.m. 
at PAGLIAI'S EAST, 
get 1 cheese shell, 
1 meat shell, and 1 
square of lasagna, 
smothered in our MEAT 
SAUCE, plus garlic bread 
for only $2.00 
Pog liars 
440 E. Court 352-1596 
Mon-Wed 11 em-2 am 
Thurs-Sat 11 am-3 am 
Sun 4 pm-MJdnight 
A 
Dixie  Electric  Co. 
lac. 
An Entertainment Utility 
Shamrock Motorcycle Sales 
21991 W. State Route 51 Genoa. Ohio 43430 
jQJinter Garnioaf 
Thursday January 29th 
Carnival Proceeds go to The March of Dimes 
Srancf [Prize: 
$700 Snow CRunner 
from Shamrock Motorcycle Sales 
L>ome one,  L>ome all,  the carnival is coming to  DlAlL.!!" 
Throw   a   pie  at   your     lavorite     DlAiC  employee   at  our  pie  throwing 
booth!!   I here s also  a kissing  booth,  a   I-shirt  booth  ana 
W       m        ff much,  much, more. W       "W       m 
1 ry your luck in our pizza eating contest or  trozen  banana  pass. 
I here is something lor everyone!! 
The  Carnival i. coming to  DIXIE,  DONT   MISS  THE   FUN!!!!!! 
The Winter Carnival is sponsored by: 
OlympiC       sport centre 
630 s. reynolda rd tolado, Ohio 43615 
7 GO FALCONS 
BEAT T.U. 128 N. Main St 
Bowling Green. Ohio 
4 Tha BQ News January 28,1961 
Classifieds '     '! !» 
LOCTa FOUHO 
Found iMitur key ring with 3 
keys. across from Uptown In va- 
cant lot. Call Dave 353-7776. 
Found whit* duffle bag by Exit 7 
on Ohio Turnpike on i-4-il, 
cWtw, etc. call 351 4M4. 
saavicai owmo  
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED 
PERMANENTLY. Sherry Noble 
EWctrotoglst. Free Consultation! 
Ph. 357-0611.  
Emotional and/or material 
pregnancy aid cart be yours it you 
naad It. Contact EMPA 357-14M 
or 353-7041. Any Info, glvan con- 
Hdontlai.  
Brighten up your home or apt. 
with an export paint job by Mike 
Free  estimates   Fully   insured. 
Low rates. Call 3S74S07.  
EXPERT TYPING 
REASONABLE RATES 
152 7305 
P1RSONAH  
Kerry: Welcome back. I missed 
you "somewhat". You're swell; 
You're barter than swell- you're 
splendid. Your purveyor ol 
lacalartty, Herman. 
LIFE. Is coming to the Student 
Rec Center.  Fed. 6,7. Come to 
L.I. F.E.I  
COOP HAIR STYLING? You 
bet! Shampoo your own head 
beforehand on day you want it 
styled; and Command Perfor 
mence. The Hairstyllng Place, 
will precision cut end blow dry 
style II lor lust 110.00! Blow dry 
styling alone for lust 15.00! (Need 
not be wet when you come in, but 
don't spray it after shampooing.) 
These special BGSU prices not 
eligible lor usual 10* student dis- 
count. 352 9151 
SPIRIT LINK 
SPIRIT LINK 
SPIRIT LINK 
Wanted: Native to teach Arabic. 
Call Plane at (41?) 447 3735. 
ONE OF OUR BETTER KEPT 
SECRETS (but not on purpose!) 
BGSU students save 10* on all 
regularly priced services at 
Command Performance, The 
Hairstyllng Place. Bring I.D. and 
pick up your student discount 
card on next visit   152 9158 
Spirit  Link Come  add on-Feb. 
4 Ball state Game At union 6:00. 
Don't miss the Pommerette's 
performance at the BG Toledo 
Basketball game on Wednesday 
Jan. 31.  
IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR 
IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR 
EAST   COURT.   117   E.   Court. 
MHQS7. 
CASH PAID FOR GOLD CLASS 
RINGS. Check other price*, then 
call 353 4175 for the highest gold 
prices offered. Ask lor Steve. 
BG NEWSIES: Thanks for me 
gold watch; but when do I start 
getting my pension checks? 
(You're    all   great!!)    Lave. 
Waula.  
TOO MANY CLASSES? IS your 
course load Interferring with get- 
ting your hair styled? Remember 
that Command Performance. 
The Hairstyllng Place, is open 
every weekday evening until 9:00 
p.m—and  12:00 to 5:00 on Sun- 
day. 152 9156.  
The Betas a the Raiders art a 
winning combination. Thanks for 
a SUPER super bowl Sunday! 
Love, the Alpha Pelts.  
L.I.F.E. is coming to the student 
Rec Center. Feb. 6,7. Come to 
L.I. F.E.I  
OONUTS DELIVERED? 
SUREII By the OETAWAY. 
Delivery from 7:M a.m. IO a.m. 
Mon. Frl.,   I 14   am    11:00 a.m. 
fat.. t:00 p.m. 1:06 a.m. 
Sen.-Ther. Call 3S3-4U3,  
Alpha Phi Pledges, what a bet 
ter way to and the week than to 
take off with our pledges on a 
"sneakI" Thanks. Love. The 
Seniors. •__ 
Live Music-Live Music-Upstairs 
at The Longbronch-Thur. thru 
Saturday-doors open at 9:00 
p m. Come early for a good seat. 
Quality   entertainment   in   BG'S 
llnest Night Clubl  
Oo Bananas at the A E PI Jungle 
Party. Jan. JOth. 9 p.m. at NE 
Coiwmojns.  
NSSLHA will be taking orders for 
different colored carnations lor 
Valentine's Day on Feb. 3 a 3rd 
from   11:3012:30    In   foyer   of 
Union.  
SPIRIT LINK 
SPIRIT LINK 
SPIRIT LINK  
NEXT TO NEW SHOP: Clothing 
a housewares priced low. Open 
Tut*.    104   a   Frl.    I 7:30.   St. 
Aloyslus School ?nd floor.  
Donna a Janice, Thanks for a 
unique weekend. "We're havln a 
party..." Sure wish we could 
have gone swimming. We can 
keep a secret, can YOU? 
BYYYYYYYI Kan a Bill. 
3 FREE BASKETBALL 
TICKETS. Register weekly at 
Command Performance, The 
Hairstyllng Place, for free 
reserved seat home game 
tickets. No obligation. Drawing 
at 4:00 p.m. on preceding day. 
3529150 
K.V. Happy 2ist Birthday. Low*. 
Cindy.  
L. I.F.E. is coming to the Student 
Rec Center, Feb. 6.7. Come to 
L.I.F.E.I 
Dear 214: Our time at "The 
CREEK", was the peak of our 
week, but the dip in the pool, 
would   hav*   made   us  "TOO 
COOL"! Love, 370.  
Patty, Your clues In the Big Hunt 
had me scared, I wasn't going to. 
go to Dlno't with my body bared. 
I am so glad my hunt Is through a 
especially that I got you. Lots of 
XI Love. Your Llttlt-Lorl. 
My oculist calls me far-sighted- 
that's why I'm looking now for a 
Sept. living situation. 77 yr. old 
woman seeks compatable room 
mate/s for grad school re-entry 
after 4 yrs. public relations work. 
Planning ahead is only one of my 
virtues; others) can be discussed 
through mall as I prepare to take 
the plunge. Good-natured adven- 
turesome sorts please contact R. 
Sue Smith, 3014 Sunnyslde B 14. 
Kalamatoo, Ml 49001.  
Make tracks on the secret trail. 
Tun* In to WF AL for clues to win 
a ski weekend.  
Debbie Pike: The Alpha Phis 
want fo reserve your finest 
closetl   We   promise  to  have 
FUNII Thanks sis.  
Congratulations Sue Smith for 
the second candle-passing of the 
quarter. When can we meet him? 
L8.L. Your Alpha Pelt Sisters. 
Lynn, Mark Is gone but this 
weekend he'll be back up. So our 
beloved Cupcake is In a slump a 
needs cheered up. We'll show her 
we're the best big a little. And 
I'm sure she'll agree after the 
first wine bottle. Curly  
Phi Psl's-Wltti the Pretenders. 
Romantics a B 52s. we loved 
punklng all night with you! 
Thanks for a great punk tea. 
Love. The Alpha Pelts.  
Jeanne, Congratulations on being 
named Sigma Chi Sweetheart. 
I'm so proud of you! I knew you 
would win because you've always 
been a sweetheart to me! Love 
Ed.  
What does 1st place In me Mud 
Tug a 1st place In the Bowling 
Tournament have In common- 
The Sisters of Kappa Delta. Look 
out Beta KD's are getting reedy 
for another 1st place. Congratula 
tions to the Bowling team KD'sol 
the week-Becky, Ellen, Mary. 
Vickie, ClndL  
Unsure about nexts quarter? 
work after graduation? One-day 
course on Career Choice, Sat. 
Jan. 31. 9 5, UCF Center, 313 
Thurstln. Dr. Ross Miller, 
leader. «4 fee due Thur. for 
materials a lunch, call 3S7-7314. 
The second floor drinkers did 
win, at Friday's Phi Delt lock In. 
The fun continued even after the 
prlie. a to thanks goes to all you 
Phi Pelt guysl The Alpha Phi's. 
with the basketball season well - 
under way. On top Is where the 
Alpha Slg "A" team is going to 
stay. Last week's win wat an ex- 
cellent start, & to the rest of the 
season,  "Good Luck from the 
heartl" The Little Slgs.  
Alpha Xi's It wat a super time 
Friday night we can't to spring 
on you I The There Chl't. 
Every Friday 4-7 WFAL presents 
TGIF Happy Hours at the Up- 
town featuring drink specials^ 
Kappa Sigma STAROUSTER 
PLEDGES: Are you ready for 
the end of next week? 24 New Ac- 
tives It what we seek get psyched 
for all the future fun cause we're 
the   best  We're   * 1.   Love-The 
Slerdusters.  
Happy 31st Snarl I I wish I could 
be there to celebrate It with you I 
Love   love   from   Cincinnati. 
Eileen.  
CONNIE FREY: I appreciate 
the fact that you'll always be 
mere If I need you. But what was 
that line about a kick In the 
pants? Love. Your Lll. 
Cheryl, Kim. Dianne, Julie a 
Rosle: Thanks for your efforts In 
the bowling tournament. The Phi 
bears counldn't SPARE to be 
without youl Love. Your sisters I 
Phi Tau's, thanks for the ex- 
cellent tea Friday night. It wat a 
great way to welcome our Winter 
Pledges! I PZ's __^ 
F. needed for II 02. Have apt. 
clot* to campus. Beth 3735514. 
F.  rmte.   for  Spr.  Qtr.   Univ. 
Village. Great! Call 352.112a 
Need F. rmt*. for II «2 sen. yr. 
S90   mo.   Call   Kim   or   Alicia; 
353-1*34.  
F. rmte needed Wtr, a Spr. Qtrs. 
S147 mo. a elec  Own bdrm. a 
bathroom. 373-532*. Furn.  
F, rmte. needed to share house. 
Own bdrm., 1 bik. from campus. 
352 2095.  
1 F. needed to share new apt. 
close to campus for Wtr. a Spr. 
CelUS3-0477.  
F. rmte. needed. III! sch. yr. 
About S100 mo. plus elec. Brent 
wood Ants. 373-1363.  
3 to 4 rmtes. needed Spr. Qtr. to 
subis. Ig. house. 1113.50 ea. par 
mth. Close to downtown. 3S2 7t2l 
afktrs p.m. 
1 F. rmte. needed to share apt. 
Spr. Qtr. 19*1  Call 353 4140. 
F. rmte. needed Spr. Qtr. Aprs, 
behind Sam B's. tloo mo. Includ. 
utll. Call 353-3061.  
Rmte. needed to share house. 
Own   bedroom.   353-5091   or 
353-3*55.  
1M. rmt*. Spr. a Sum. qtrs. Own 
■ Close to campus 353-0*51. 
HELP WANTED  
PART TIME SALES. tS.SO per 
hr. or profit plan. Natl. Co. Call 
3541009 after 6 p.m.  
Go Go Girls needed Mon., Tuts. 
Weds, nights from 9 p.m.-2 a.m. 
Call 424 9056 or 422 0103 or stop in 
at  Gold   Mine.   139   N.   Main. 
Flndlay.  
JOBS IN ALASKA) 
Summer/year-round. High pay. 
M0O2O00 monthly! All fields 
Parks, fisheries. Oil Industry and 
morel 1901 Employer listings, in- 
formation guide. S4. Alasco. Box 
9337. San Jose. CA 95157. 
FOR SALE  
Sharp stereo w/cassette. turn 
table. 3 spkrs. a G 220 A Yamaha 
classical guitar. Both S1S0. Both 
In excel!, cond. Call Dan 353-5412. 
OM maaaiine* two's to 1900 for 
collectors and researchers. 
iM.oeo In stack. Bottle Items, 
Marilyn Monroe. Sports, faa 
matailnes. Call (419) 476-3079 
now for more Into.     
4 bdrm. house. 251 Troup. 12 mo. 
lease start Sept. Call 353 3611. 
Furn. efflc. 256 S. College. For 
Fall. Cell 3531611.  
House, 730 Oltl St. A frame. 3 
bdrm. turn. 1 yr. lease b*gln 
June It. Call John Newtove Real 
Estate. 352-6553.  
Single turn. apt. 0350 Includ. all 
utll.   Call   Robert   anytime 
352-5301.  
3 bdrm. home. 933 Pearl. Partly 
turn. S27S mo. plus utll. Call 
353-3653 after 6 p.m.  
1 bdrm. furn. apt. S170 mo. good 
location. 353 5413 or 372 2520. 
Subls   1 bdrm. apt   1250 mo   all 
utll. Includ. Immed. occupancy! 
Call collect 1-041 4929.  
303 S. Prospect. 4 bdrm. nous*. 
Start 6-16-ii. 1 yr. lease. Call 
John   Newlove   Real   Estate. 
152 4553.  
Furn.. well kept 4 bdrm. house 
avail, for Immed. occupancy. 
Located close to campus, paid 
utilities. Call 357 1379 amtrtp.m. 
Now leasing efficiencies. I bdrm. 
or 2 bdrm. furn. or unfurn. All 
utll. pd. Meadowvlew Courts. 214 
Napoleon Rd. 357-1195.  
031 7th St. 2 bdrm. furn. for Fall, 
Call John Newlove Reel Estete. 
357 6533.  
THURSTIN MANOR APART- 
MENTS. AC. FULLY 
CARPETED. CABLE TV, EFFI- 
CIENCIES. LAUNDRY 
FACILITIES, NOW LEASING 
FOR SUMMER t FALL. 451 
THURSTIN AVE. 353-5435. 
Quiet, sound controlled turn, 
studios with built-in bookcases, 
attic storage a short term leases 
avail. Grad students only. Call 
now 357-7691,  
3 F. needed to share a 4-person 
apt. for Spr. Close to campus. 1st 
St. $100 a piece monthly plus elec. 
Call 357-4143. 
Great Scot 
FRIENDLY FOOD STORES 
PR.CESQOODTHRUFEBRUARY1.10S1. ^     KSlSS 
TiJc featotne, Service 
PU&  
"CHOOSY CHOICE" BEEF! 
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES! 
TOTAL $AMG$! 
1616 W00STER & "° 
(ACROSS FROM THE FOOTBALL STADIUM) 
2% 
GREAT SCOT 
MILK 
GREAT 
SCOT 
ICE CREAM 
Sauced- "Staff 
SPRITE, TAB & 
COKE 
Vz GAL. 79 C Vz GAL. 88 0 2 LITER 79 C 
FRESH 
GROUND 
-|28 
OPEN DAILY- 
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. 
&6HU& "Sutf! 
EKLEBERRY'S 
MIXED OR 
WHOLE 
FRYERS 
LB. 49* 
"S<y*ut4- Setuf 
US NO. 1 BAKERS 
IDAHO 
POTATOES 
229 
Samma   "Phi jBeta  Congralu/ales 
Jirst P/ace  Js)inners 
DCappa  Delia ancf Sigma Jllpha 
Cipsi/on 
Highest 9ncfiuicfual Scorers 
Donna £euineQ)vA   and Scott 
7ia/io IAE 
Special mantis io all learns par- 
ticipating in the  Uhiro1Jlnnuaf 
I   *P Mj&owlinq Uournament/ 
.*««****••*»•«•••».«»**•****.**..*»•»».«*«**v 
pDnnDDnDDDnnnDnnnnnDD 
° Today/Tomorrow: 
Learn what's in today and 
what will be in tomorrow in 
□ □ □ 
D □ □ □ □ 
B 
the new weekly feature page 
of The News. 
DDDnnnnnnDDDnDDDDDnD 
B 
D 
D B 
D □ 
D □ □ □ 
H 
Q A m*     1*mm SUNDAY 
'O a.m."19.HI. IOA.M.-IOP.M. 
CONGRATULATIONS 
TO THE NEW SIGMA NU 
LIL SIS OFFICERS 
PRESIDENT: 
VICE PRES: 
SECRETARY: 
TREASURER: 
HISTORIAN: 
Linda Danderlult 
Jane Maurar 
Mary Harmeler 
Laura Danlcic 
Kelly McPheron 
PLEDGE TRAINERS: 
Jenny Morrison 
Melanle Heltz 
Stacy Hookstetler 
THE LITTLE SB'S 
January 28,1M1 Tha M Naw» 5 
Support group allows idea exchange 
Soon BtudenU will be fcble to get 
together informally to talk about their 
interests, ideas and complaints 
through a new program being 
developed by two University students. 
Tbe group will be headed by Beth 
Hoobler, a unit director for the Alpha 
Gamma  Delta   sorority,  and Julie 
Olson, an undergraduate student. 
Participants will meet once a week 
in an informal "social get-together," 
Hoobler said. It will be an opportunity 
for people to gather needed informa- 
tion about the University and to in- 
itiate friendships, she said. 
"We'll probably be working 
primarily with freshmen and 
sophomore students," Hoobler said. 
"They will be able to discuss concerns 
over such subjects as classes, 
teachers and roommate situations." 
WINE AND 4 111 s| 
T4§TIN€ WCRK§HCP 
THURS.  JAN.29 8 P.M. 
ALUMNI   ROOM,  UNION ADMISSION     $2 
MUST  BE  21   YRS.  010.     PRE-REGISTRATION  IS   REQUIRED 
SIGN-UP  IN  THE  UAO OFFICE.  3RD  FLOOR.   UNION. 
COME AND SEE OR PLA Y 
O   FEBRUARY 10 AT 8 P.M. 
SIDE DOOR, UNION 
Anyone interested in being 
a contestant must fill 
out an application between 
Jan. 28 and Feb. 9 in 
The UAO Office, 3rd 
floor, Union. Prizes 
will be awarded! 
ADMISSION 50* (APPLICANTS FREE) 
***************************************£ 
* 
* # 
# 
* ♦ 
* 
* 
* # # # # 
# 
* 
* 
* # 
* 
* 
* 
WINTER FESTIVAL I 
FEBRUARY 7 AND 8 
VARIOUS WINTER EVENTS, SUCH AS: 
Ice Skating 
Sledding 
Skiing 
Obstacle Course 
Sleigh Riding 
... 
Snow Sculpture 
Bonfire 
Curling Demo 
Snow. Tiig-Of War 
Softball & Football 
WILL BE HELD AROUND THE CAMPUS 
SIGN-UPS BEGIN JAN. 28, UAO OFFICE, 3RD FLOOR, 
UNION. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
$ 
3 
1i«************************************** I 
^PMWift^ffiWMMWiftffiMWlTO 
PRESENTS: 
FUN IN THE SNOW! 
TOBAGGANING AND 
CROSS COUNTRY SKIING 
Date: Sunday, Feb. 1st 
Location: Pokagon State Park 
in Angola, Indiana 
Time: 9 am (Leave Union Oval)— 7 pm 
Sign-ups in the UAO offioe (3rd floor— Union), 
Jan. 22nd-Jan. 30th. $6 transportation 
fee, and additional fee for equipment rental 
TUB 
€OPTSIOP 
PRINTING* 
TYPING SERVICES 
•RESUMES 
•OATA SHEETS 
'FLYERS a 
POSTERS 
• BUSINESS 
CARDS 
'RESEARCH 
PAPERS 
•WEDDING 
INVITATIONS 
•THESIS 'FORMS 
"HOURS" 
Mon.-Fri. 9:30-5:30 
Sat.  9 a.m.-noon 
352-4068 
117'/i E. Court 
ABORTION 
TOLL FREE 
9 a.m. - 10 p.m. 
1-800-438-803 3 
MARY 
HEALY 
HAS 
SOMETHING 
TO SING 
ABOUT. 
Nineteen years 
ago, Mary Healy had 
a success she'll never 
forget: recovering 
from cancer. She 
and almost 2 million 
others are living 
proof that serious 
forms of cancer can 
be beat. But not 
without the research 
and advances in 
treatment that your 
donations help to 
fund. Your 
contributions are 
important. As 
important as life 
itself. 
American 
Cancer Society f. 
itM wa coHTuuriD A* A mauc ma' 
MAURER-GREEN 
RENTALS 
224 E. Wooster Street 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
1981 FALL 
APARTMENTS 
GREENBRIAR APARTMENTS 
215 E. POEROAD 
Efficiencies (Furnished & unfurnished) 
One Bedroom (Furnished & unfurnished) 
Model Apartment is No. 40 with Hours Tues. 
&Thurs. 5-7 p.m. 
RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS 
519 RIDGE STREET 
Two Bedroom (Furnished) Townhouse 
Apartments 
Carpeted, Garbage Disposals & Close to 
Campus 
Laundry Room Available 
3-Man & 4-Man Rates Available 
Model Apartment is No. 24 with Hours 
Mon. 6:30-8:30 p.m., Tues. 2:30-4:30 p.m. & 
Wed. 4:30-8:30 p.m. 
< 
> 
2 
> 
9 
> 
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THETA CHI 
CONGRATULATES ITS 
WINTER QUARTER   s 
PLEDGES 
TONY ZURCA 
DON GROFF 
JIM WILKENS 
SCOTT PRASKAVICH 
MIKE KELLEY 
JOE HUCKE 
BOB LUTZ 
CHARLES MARCHANT 
PAT STILLWELL 
BRYAN BERRY 
i 
£ S 
If you're a nursing student with an 
average of 3.0 (on a 4.0 scale) you can 
get your career off the ground early. 
The Air Force's Early Commissioning Program 
offers: 
• A guaranteed internship program. 
• Top pay... while you train. 
• A benefits package second to none. 
• Application Deadline, Feb. 1,1981 
Time is short, so call today: 
Linda Foote or Mark Booth COLLECT [216] 5227544 
THETA  CHI     THETA  CHI     THETA  CHI 
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Sports. 
Troubled Falcon cagers 
determined to turn tables 
by Pal Kennedy 
stall reporter 
One season ago, the home game 
with Toledo was one of the highlights 
of a 20-10 Mid-American Conference 
runner-up and National Invitational 
Tournament invitee season. 
In that game the Falcons, led by Joe 
Faine's 24 points and Mike Miday's 16 
points and 10 rebounds, hit on 24 of 26 
free throws to defeat the Rockets 74-71 
in front on 5,279 screaming fans and 
NBC regional coverage. The UT game 
was one of nine BG victories by less 
than five points. 
This season has been a turnaround. 
Bowling Green is 7-9,2-4 and struggl- 
ing. The close games are turning into 
losses. Falcon coach John Weinert 
has practically given up on winning 
the conference outright and is hoping 
the club can make the MAC post- 
season tournament by finishing in the 
top seven. 
WHAT IS the difference this season? 
Gone are two seniors from last year. 
Rosie Barnes, who averaged 8.1 points 
and ran the 1-4 offense as the point 
guard, and Mitch Kopystnsky, who 
was used in limited situations because 
of a pre-season injury, but who was 
also vital because of his steadying in- 
fluence. 
Barnes' defensive tenacity has been 
missed, but offense was not one of his 
best assets and David Greer, the 5-9 
sophomore guard, has handled 
himself well in Barnes' place, averag- 
ing 11.9 points and leading the MAC 
with 109 assists. 
Kopystynsky, as captain of the 
team, often was called into duty in the 
waning moments of a game to replace 
Mike Miday. Miday, who is a very ag- 
gressive ballplayer, has a tendency to 
get out of control, as evidenced by late 
fouls in the Western Michigan game 
and the technical foul against Nor- 
thern Illinois. 
THE TEAM also has more of a 
veteran look this year, with five 
seniors and four juniors on the roster 
and six of those nine playing regular- 
ly. But there have been numerous 
mental errors. 
"I think if you try to analyze it, part 
of the problem is some of the key per- 
sonnel making some dumb mistakes 
at  crucial   times   in   the   game," 
Weinert said. "Turnovers have been 
down this year, but the turnovers have 
been coming at a crucial time. 
"We play 17 or 18 minutes of really 
good basketball and then make five 
turnovers to be down. We'll play real- 
ly well and come back and then we'll 
make another mistake. The other 
thing that has hurt us is the lack of re- 
bounding." 
Weinert said the team's reputation 
has also changed this season because 
of their play. 
"We've had a reputation of being a 
clutch team," he said. "People would 
fear us down the stretch. This year 
we're doing the opposite. Toledo 
seldom beats itself. That was us last 
year. This year, I don't know." 
FALCON SHOOTING from the field 
this season has been pretty good, 
averaging 49.6 percent to opponent's 
48.6 percent. But what is hurting BG 
are the MAC opponents. Miami shot 50 
percent against Bowling Green; 
Western Michigan 60.7 percent; Ohio 
58.5; Central Michigan 58.7 percent; 
Northern Illinois 53.1 percent; and, 
most recently, Eastern Michigan 57.4 
percent. Despite these statistics, 
Weinert said he is not faulting the 
defensive play. 
"It would be a lie to say we're play- 
ing great defense and have that (high 
shooting percentages) happen," he 
said. "But we really aren't playing 
that bad. Emzer (Shurelds) and Colin 
(Irish) shut off (Jeff) Zatkoff at 
Eastern. We kept (NIU's Allen) 
Ray horn below his average in scoring 
and rebounding. We stopped (OU's) 
Kirk Lehman. 
"And I don't think we've been tak- 
ing bad shots. The only guy who may 
be taking bad shots may be Joe 
(Faine), but those are high percen- 
tage shots for him. I think we're a lit- 
tle snakebit. Last year we won the 
close games. This year we're having 
trouble winning them" 
The talent that produces a superb 
season is on the Falcon squad. Ten of 
the players on the roster received first 
or second team all-Ohio honors. And 
Ohio is not a slack state for producing 
talent for major college basketball. In 
order for the team to turn things 
around, the individual players and 
coaches   must   reach   inside   of 
Sheets stresses 
positive concept 
by Keith Walther 
She doesn't profess to be a John Wooden, nor is her team 
unbeatable. But Liz Sheets develops a winning attitude and 
conveys it to everyone she comes in contact with. 
Sheets, a senior physical education major at the Universi- 
ty, is an advocate of the adage that "winning isn't 
everything." She attempts to convey that philosophy to her 
"kids" at Bowling Green High School where she doubles as 
the junior varsity and assistant varsity girl's basketball 
coach and is a student teacher. 
"RIGHT NOW I put the emphasis on giving my players a 
positive concept about themselves and to let them gain ex- 
perience," she said. "Winning is nice, but right now it's not 
the most important thing." 
Sports have always been important to Sheets. She was the 
state discus champion two consecutive years in high school 
and holds the BG record in the javelin. 
Sheets applied for the position at the high school in 
November and started soon after. 
"I have five periods of P.E. classes where I assist in the 
classroom," she said. "As time goes on I'm looking forward 
to my responsibilities growing. I guess I knew I wanted to 
teach right at the start; since I was in kindergarten really." 
Coaching is as much teaching as learning how to deal with 
different personalities as it is trying to mold a team into 
championship caliber. Most of the challenge is relating to 
the players, and Sheets realizes it. 
"COACHES HAVE always given me encouragement, 
helped me out," she said. "So I want to help others also. My 
basic job is to build for the varsity team. Therefore, I teach 
the basic fundamentals and try to achieve a competitive en- 
vironment But my number one rule is that everyone gets to 
play in a game." 
Coaching can have its headaches, however, with conflicts 
with players, parents and the community. But Sheets has 
been able to steer clear of difficulty so far. 
"No, I've had no problems with parents telling me what to 
do or with the kids,"she said. "I love it I wouldn't give it up 
for the world." 
stall photo by Oali Omori 
Liz Shaeti (lelt) Instruct* a mambar ol tha Bowling Green High School 
Junior varsity during a practice. 
themselves to conquer the mental pro- 
blems and mistakes. Weinert said he 
thinks the effort is there. 
"WE HAVE to impress on our kids 
how important the ball is and in the 
last few minutes how important it is to 
hold onto the ball," he said. "There 
are two kinds of mistakes. One is a 
lack of effort, where you just don't 
give a damn. The other is mental. I 
don't think it's a lack of hustle. We're 
not going to pack it in." 
Wrap-up. 
HOWARD'S CLUB H 
NACHOS 9 to 1 on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday 
Tequila specials on Wednesday nights 
210 North Main 
Falcons fall 
In a head-on rematch with the 
1979-80 state gymnastics champion, 
Bowling Green was handed a 
140.25-134.2 defeat by Ohio State in 
Columbus last Saturday. 
The Buckeyes recorded first-place 
finishes in all five events, while 
limiting BG to just one second-place 
performance, Dawn Boyle's 9.1 mark 
in vaulting. 
BOYLE, BG's top all-around per- 
former to date, placed fourth in the 
event with a 33.3 score. Teammate 
Laurie Garee's 33.45 paced BG in the 
all-around category. 
Three other BG gymnasts were 
awarded third place marks in the 
meet, highlighted by Karin (temper's 
9.0 on the uneven bars. Boyle and 
Katie Greaser finished in a third place 
Independent. 
Ambitious. 
Unconventional. 
Curious. 
Uncertain. 
Five words that done scare us at Digital. 
MEDICAL     SCHOOL: 
HOW TO CURE 
A FINANCIAL 
tie in the floor exercise, scoring 8.75. 
On the balance beam, Garee scored 
a fourth-place mark of 8.5. 
BG hosts UT 
Bowling Green's women's basket- 
ball team, fresh from a 73-69 win at 
Central Michigan last Saturday, hosts 
Toledo at 5:30 p.m. today in Anderson 
Arena. 
In their game last weekend in Mt. 
Pleasant, Mich., the Falcons took ad- 
vantage of their free throws to level 
their record at 8-8. 
The Falcons sank 17 of 23 from the 
line, while CMU hit on only seven of 
IS. BG's biggest free throws came 
with 10 seconds left in the game when 
Chris Turtle hit both ends of a one-and- 
one to ice the game. 
BG pinned 
Bowling Green's wrestling team 
came up winless in five matches over 
the weekend. 
The Falcons lost a dual match to 
Central Michigan Friday, 23-15, and 
fell to Kent State, 36-6, Pittsburgh, 
22-18, and Slippery Rock, 20-19, in the 
Kent State Invitational. BG drew with 
Western Michigan, 20-20. 
Heavyweight Joe Prchlick was the 
only Falcon to record a pin against the 
Chippewas; Milo Sanda, Bob Col- 
atruglio and Greg Westhoven won by 
decision. 
Colatruglio and Pete Wherling com- 
piled 4-0 records at the Kent Invita- 
tional. Sanda had a 3-0 mark going in- 
to his final match, but had to 
withdraw after coming down with the 
flu. 
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HEDGED 
We change the way 
the world thinks. 
■ 
i onsi 
Take the money worries out of medical school with an Armed Forces Health 
Professions Scholarship Full tuition Books Fees Necessary equipment And 
$485 a month. 
Once selected lor a Physician scholarship - available from the Army. Navy or 
Air Force - you are commissioned as a second lieutenant or an ensign in the 
Reserve Serve a 45-day active-duty period annually while in the program. And 
agree to serve on active duty after graduation *xi will serve one year lor each 
year o( participation in the scholarship program (3-year minimum commitment). 
Ybu receive excellent salary and benefits More importantly, you gel invaluable 
experience working beside dedicated medical people. 
See as on campus. 
A Digital represfnlative from Central Engineering 
will be on campus on February 10. 1981 
ty"Tff* Technical Writers 
I I I 
For more nformalion mail this coupon to: 
Armed Forces Scholarships. PO Box C1776. Huntington Station, NY 11746 
*». I am interested in Armed Forces Health Professions Scholar ship 
opportunities lor physicians I understand there is no obligation (<JM) 
Arniyn NavyQ Air Force □ 1004 
Name  
MfML 
cay  -State.. 
_Zip- 
Eraotadatt  
lb graduate mt. 
.Apt  
-Phone  
.(School), 
.SexQMOF 
lui ■Kidilional information, contact: V°"' Placemen! Office 
Degree A 
I I I 
There's a brighter future 
waiting for you at 
J.B. Robinson Jewelers. 
Management 
J.B. Robinson Jewelers, Inc., a member of 
W.R. Grace & Co., Is one of America's fastest 
growing and most successful retailers of dia- 
monds and fine jewelry. We Ye looking for 
success-oriented management people with 
strong communication skills to loin our Exec- 
utive Development Program. We provide 
career opportunities tor the Individual Inter- 
ested In Retail Management. Our training 
program develops a career path from suc- 
cessful store management to district and 
regional management. Your training will be 
In one of our over 60 stores In nine different 
states, with our future protection of over 150 
stores by 1984. 
We offer a competitive salary, bonuses, 
liberal benefits and excellent advance- 
ment potential. If youYe an enthusiastic, 
determined self-starter who desires to move 
up with a rapidly growing company, see 
our College Representative or send us 
your resume. 
We will be on campus: 
Monday, February 2nd 
Jb ROBINSON JEWELERS. INC. 
a GRACE company 
600 Statter Office Tower 
1127 Euclid Avenue • Cleveland, Ohio 44115 
An Equal Opportunity Employ* 
372-2601 | 
There Is a tendency for 
those who decide what 
Is news to think that it 
only happens In city 
council chambers, 
police stations, board of trustees 
meetings or carefully planned 
press conferences. And of course 
that's not true. 
Everyone has a story to tell. 
The dramatics of a murder or a 
foreign war sometimes over- 
shadow the simple grace of every- 
day life because they are more 
prominent, but not because they 
are more important 
The portraits of the people in 
this edition are of. for the most 
part, those inconspicuous every- 
day people who go unrecognized. 
And that is what make those peo- 
ple special. 
Clayton and Helen Morrison 
have committed their lives 
to serving God and helping 
others 
The Bowling GNM couple, 
who are born-agam Christians, say 
they are just common people with 
a ample faith. It is God's love that 
has tightened the bond of their 
53-year marriage and they thank 
Him for giving them long lives. 
,  Clayton Is 81 and Helen it 75. 
But their age Is no barrier. 
The couple shovel snow for 
their neigbors and scrape ice off of 
the church steps and parking lot. 
Helen helps paint and dean the 
church basement, Clayton mows 
neighbor's lawns and rakes leaves, 
and they provide transportation 
for people who are unable to drive 
to church. 
Clayton and Helen admit that 
living the Christian rife Is a 
24-hour job. but they say their 47 
years of "walking the path" has 
been a blessing. And they want to 
share that blessing with others. 
"I can't imagine not walking 
with the Lord and doing His wUl 
"People often fail to go to the 
right source - God." Helen add- 
ed. "If we honor Him. He wUl 
honor us." 
If there is a common 
characteristic of the people 
In the stories told here it is 
their uncomplicated determination 
and pride 
Some have dodged and 
deflected blows from such 
shadowy enemies as society, 
genetics and fate. Others have 
displayed uncommon compassion 
In dealing with people. Theirs are 
success stories. 
pfcoto by D*e* Koapfle* 
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Dave Mansolr knows 
his 2 9 grade point 
average probably 
could be better 
But like many 
other University sophomores, he 
doesn't lose any sleep over it. 
"I don't think I could ever be an 
A student, an A student who just 
devotes his time to studying," he 
said. "I want to have fun while I'm 
here. I'd rather go out and see 
what the world is like and enjoy 
It." 
Certainly, Dave is enjoying life. 
His constant bright smile and 
cheering laugh attest to that. But 
he's not seeing what the world is 
like. Dave is blind. 
Dave strolls through campus on 
a gray winter day, walking on a 
sidewalk bordered by piles of dir- 
tying snow. He acknowledges an 
occasional passerby who shouts 
his name and continues on his 
way. 
No white cane, no guide dog, 
no constant companion Is at his 
side. 
A keen sense of hearing and a 
well employed knowledge of the 
campus design are his beacons. 
"It comes with practice." he 
said. 
Dave sits in the cafeteria in Nor- 
theast Commons with his room- 
mate, finishing off a steak sand- 
wich. They take verbal jabs at 
each other, referring to Inside 
jokes and recalling past pranks. 
They are asked If they visit the 
local watering holes or beer blasts 
for entertainment. 
"I'm not much of a drinker," 
Dave said. 
"Yeah, it causes blindness," his 
roommate quips. 
They laugh. 
Dave Mansolr was bom blind 
19 years ago, the victim of an 
undeveloped optic nerve. But he 
hasn't let that dim the rest of his 
We. 
To him, his being Wind is com- 
parable to someone else having 
blond hair; each person has dif- 
ferent features. Still, he realizes 
that a person's eyesight is more 
crucial to his lifestyle than his hair 
color. 
"When you do have a handicap 
there's two things you have to set 
out to do," Dave said. "One is 
proving yourself, prove that you 
can do it. 
"The other thing is you have to 
maintain a quality about yourself 
that you're always willing to do 
the work Instead of slacking off. 
Once you're handed everything, 
that's what you're going to be us- 
ed to the rest of your life. And 
that's not the way It is." 
Determination, confidence. 
They seem to ooze from Dave 
with every sentence he speaks, 
with every step he takes. 
One can see them as he 
maneuvers himself around campus 
and through buildings with surpris- 
ing, sometimes amazing ease. He 
has memorized the campus 
layout, making the Education 
Building his "center of postlon." 
From there he knows how to get 
anywhere on campus without 
help. 
He only uses a white cane In 
unfamiliar places. Usually he 
directs himself by listening to 
The world through 
Dove Monsoir's eyes 
sound patterns around him as he 
walks. He can detect the "facial 
pressure" of a nearby object, or 
determine if something Is just 
passing by or if he Is In the middle 
-of an open space. 
The only telltale sign of his han- 
dicap is the uncontrollable darting 
of his large brown eyes; it is their 
Instinctive attempt to focus. 
Determination, confidence. One 
can see them as Dave talks about 
his career goal -- to design com- 
puters -- and the demanding dou- 
ble major of mathematics and 
computer science he must com- 
plete to reach his goal. 
But it's not as easy to wind 
through a computer programming 
course or linear algebra without 
help as it is to get from Kohl Hall 
to the Library alone. 
Dave often tapes class lectures 
and later transcribes them into 
notes with his Braille typewriter, 
which has been a chief school aid 
to him since the first grade. 
He also relies on students hired 
to read him his textbooks and 
computer programs, and tutors to 
clarify important concepts covered 
in class. 
And he sets up weekly appoint- 
ments with his instructors "just to 
make sure I have things under 
control." 
But he insists on not being 
treated differently. "That doesn't 
help me In the real world. The 
real world Isn't going to feel sorry 
for me." 
Outside class, Dave is 
known for his sharp wit. 
One of Dave's former 
computer science instructors told 
of a discussion between him and 
Dave about the difficulty of an up- 
coming exam. 
"Do you think I could take It 
with my eyes closed?" Dave jok- 
ed. 
He goofs around in his dorm, 
having water fights with his room- 
mate, water fights that eventually 
turn Into aftershave fights or 
mayonnaise fights. 
He also likes to read  - he gets 
Braille editions of a weekly version 
of The New York Times, data 
processing magazines and even 
Playboy. 
And he enjoys being outdoors, 
swimming, playing football, enjoy- 
ing the campus in springtime. He 
can't see the trees' new leaves or 
the flowers' blooms, but he knows 
spring has arrived. 
"It'll be warm, and everybody's 
out having a good time," Dave 
explains. "Maybe I'll smell the 
fresh-cut grass. The same kind of 
thing you read in a poem, you get 
the same kind of feeling. It's kind 
of hard to explain, I guess." 
Completing a double major 
In mathematics and com- 
puter science Is a feat 
many non-handicapped students 
wouldn't even try. And Indeed, 
there have been those who have 
doubted Dave's career choice. 
"You always get those people," 
he said. "It's a common attitude: 
'Oh, my God, how are you going 
to handle that'" 
But doubts of others serve as 
the catalysts to push Dave. 
"I'm a stickler for challenge. If 
someone says I can't do It, well, If 
it takes me the rest of my lifetime, 
I'll do It," he said. 
Then, there are those who 
marvel and gawk at Dave's ac- 
complishments, such as the elec- 
tronics projects he works on as a 
hobby. His latest undertaking is 
building a stereo record processor, 
a complex switching system that 
will allow him to connect up to 
five tape decks to his stereo and 
record a different sound track on 
each one. 
But Dave denies that he Is 
"super amazing or anything." He 
designs the projects in his head 
and draws them on a special 
plastic-covered board; the lines he 
draws with his stylus are raised In 
plastic so he can feel them. 
"It's not very hard at all," he in- 
sisted. "Hell, anybody can do it if 
they have any kind of electronic 
knowledge. Any average Joe can 
do it." 
Dave relaxes in a chair in 
his Kohl Hall room. 
"Around here 
everybody accepted me right off 
the bat," he said. One of those 
was his roommate, Kevin Burnett. 
Dave and Kevin didn't know each 
other until they were assigned the 
same room in fall 1979. 
"It really didn't make much dif- 
ference," Kevin said of Dave's 
blindness. "We get along real well. 
My dad told me, 'Don't baby him.' 
I try to do that." 
Kevin Is comfortable enough 
with Dave's blindness that he even 
can have some fun with It. Once 
Kevin covered their phone 
receiver with shaving cream, 
unbeknownst to Dave. Kevin then 
left the room to call Dave from a 
friend's phone. When Dave 
answered he got a face full of 
foam and a big laugh. 
"We give each other a hard 
time but we know it's all In fun," 
Kevin explained. 
But there are some who don't 
accept Dave as easily. 
"People who meet you, for the 
first few minutes, are very, very 
leery and very, very upset." Dave 
said. "What you've got to try to 
do is make them feel easy with 
you. 
"They'll say, 'Can I ask you a 
question?' I say, 'Well, sure you 
can ask me a question. Don't you 
ask everyone else questions?'" 
Dave doesn't resent people for 
feeling that way about him. "You 
can't really hold It against them. I 
always have to remember that I 
am handicapped, I am different 
from most people, and It will take 
awhile before people accept me." 
Most of the time Dave is suc- 
cessful at erasing some of the 
uneasiness people feel around 
him. He jokes around with them, 
often using his blindness as the 
brunt of his quip. But other times, 
as In his relationships with 
women, it's not as easy. 
First, he explains that he hasn't 
dated much lately because his 
courses keep him too busy   In 
continued on oig* 6 
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Physically. John Earl Flowers Jr. 
has grown Into a hulking 6-foot-5, 
235-pound basketball player. He 
plugs up the middle of the Bowl- 
ing Green zone defense and hauls 
down rebounds like most people pick apples. 
But emotionally, John Flowers continues to 
grow. He keeps reaching, searching for new 
experiences, trying to understand himself and 
others better. 
Maybe he's boklng for something unat- 
tainable, an answer to a question that doesn't 
have a clear-cut answer. Maybe he's trying to 
make up for lost time, the time spent in inner- 
city Toledo when he was young. 
Whatever his motive, Rowers is relentless. 
He puts in as much effort trying to understand 
life as he does playing basketball. He's 
reckless, inspired, determined. 
"I know I have a different frame of mind 
than I did before." Flowers said. "All that has 
happened to me takes a little getting used to. 
But I keep plugging away, I can't quit." 
It's been quite a turnaround for the junior 
communications major. Life has kicked John 
Flowers around. He almost was out for the 
count, but has come back swinging. 
When Flowers was 11 years old his mother 
died of a drug overdose. A few weeks later his 
father died of smoke inhalation from a fire in 
his Toledo jail cell. 
Flowers and his younger brother and two 
older sisters moved in with their grandparents, 
but John was not happy. He was growing 
more independent, more detached all the 
time. His sisters stayed out all night partying, 
but Rowers did not follow 
"I was a straight kid, I didn't want any part 
of it," he said. "I was always playing basketball 
or something. I would see them come home 
some mornings always tired and say, 'Is that 
what they want to do to themselves?' I'm not 
condemming them, that is the life they chose 
to lead. I chose a different road, a different life 
for myself." 
That different life started when John 
moved In with another family. For a 
few years Paul and Fran Geller had 
been trying to get the Flowers children to 
move in with them, but only John accepted. 
"1 thought it was like moving in with the Jef- 
fersons at first," he said. "I knew they cared 
for me, but I was black and they were white 
and well educated. Fran was a teacher and 
now is an administrator and Paul is a lawyer. 
Why did they want this black kid with a lot of 
problems moving In with them? 
"I was a little skeptical at first. I knew them 
well, but was worried about living with them. 
What would other people think?" 
Moving In with the Gellers was not the only 
transition Rowers had to make, however. He 
transfered from Inner-dty Macomber High to 
predominantly white Sylvanla Southview. 
"It was a real head trip for me at 
Southview," Rowers said. "They started to 
build their basketball program around me. I 
guess everyone needs an idol, but it was a lot 
to handle for me. I adjusted to It, though. 
"It was a challenge for myself, not just the 
basketball but the whole thing. When you can 
count the number of black kids in the school 
on one hand, you know you have a challenge. 
"But I got along with everyone off the court, 
and I learned to enjoy it," Rowers continued. 
"It was a different atmosphere, but I learned a 
lot." 
For a while all was going right for Flowers at 
Southview. He was named suburban player of 
the year his senior year when he averaged 21 
points and 14 rebounds a game. He came to 
the University, but missed his freshman season 
with a broken wrist. The black cloud started to 
hang over him again. 
The following summer, while working at a 
bottling company in Toledo, the forklift he was 
operating tipped over and pinned him 
underneath. He broke his right leg so severely 
that doctors said then that he might never walk 
again. 
Rowers spent the next four months In a cast 
from his chest to his ankle. The waiting, the 
boredom, the frustration got to Rowers and he 
considered reneging his scholarship. 
"The first two months I was going crazy," he 
said. "I was ready to give up my scholarship 
and go to school by paying myself. Then I 
thought it was not worth it. I had gone this far. 
and this was just part of life. I had to keep go- 
ing on." 
Recovery was long and tedious. His 
leaping ability was hampered by a 
weak leg, his shot had lost Its touch. 
But It gave more inspiration to Flowers. He 
kept on working through last season, seeing 
spot duty. This year the improvement has 
been more rapid. 
After considerable playing time early in the 
season, Rowers was elevated to a starting role 
against Central Michigan. He has started 
games against Northern Illinois and Eastern 
Michigan since. He shared team scoring 
honors with David Greer in the Northern Il- 
linois game. But the comeback Is not enough 
for Rowers. 
"The Central game was a stepping stone," 
he said. "I worked hard for the spot, and It 
was all worth it. Every day I work it reinforces 
that feeling. It's keeping me qoing. 
"I'm sort of satisfied with my progress, but I 
can always do better. That game has been a 
personal uplift. I'm more intent on winning 
now. 
"I don't get as rah-rah in the lockerroom as 
some players do, but when I hit the floor I 
hustle as much as I can. That's what the game 
is about." 
This season Flowers has been slowed by 
nagging shoulder and knee injuries. "I can't 
say that it (the Injury problem) doesn't bother 
me because they do," he said. "But I know 
that it Is mostly In my head." 
The time spent In the cast gave Rowers time 
to think on how to help others with problems. 
It is what he calls "the other aspect of the 
game." 
continued on page 4 
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At first glance, his 
polite dignity could be 
mistaken for an 
aloofness. 
But his Irish blue 
eyes, twinkling beneath heavy, 
dark-rimmed glasses, compel 
passers-by to smile and greet him. 
And when his face cracks into a 
wide grin, the charm of it over- 
powers the austerity of his stiff- 
backed, dark-suited frame. 
He is John J. Callahan   - 
criminal defense lawyer respected 
by his courtroom peers for his 
poise, assurance and unfaltering 
eloquence. 
But also he is "Jack" - a man 
whose disarming personal warmth 
can attract even lawyers who may 
fear him as an opponent in the 
courtroom. 
Many city residents and Univer- 
sity students may recognize the 
Toledo native's name because of 
his role in last spring quarter's 
stolen exam scandal. 
Callahan represented four 
defendants In the case who were 
charged with possessing stolen ex- • 
ams and University property. 
After his flurry of pre-trial mo- 
tions and plea bargains, 14 of the 
17 charges imposed on the defen- 
dants were dropped. 
Afterward, Ohio Magazine tagg- 
ed Callahan as "Toledo's un- 
disputed dean of defense at- 
torneys" and hailed him as 
"something of a master of pre-trial 
motions." 
"Any good lawyer concerned 
about his client will file motions," 
he shrugged, leaning back in the 
desk, in his earth-colored, conser- 
vatively decorated office. 
It was 8 a.m. and, like 
every day Including Satur- 
days, Callahan already 
had been working for a half hour. 
He earnestly philosophized 
about criminal defense, Interrupted 
occasionally by a client's telephone 
call. 
"You really don't win any cases 
in criminal law, you only try to 
represent the client to obtain the 
best possible plea," Callahan ex- 
plained. "Most of the time the 
client is guilty of some crime. If he 
pleads guilty to a lesser charge, it's 
not a victory, it's just getting the 
best results." 
He prefers not to speak of his 
cases in terms of winning or los- 
ing, but said, "Let's just say none 
of my clients ever went to the 
electric chair." 
These clients and cases span 
nearly 30 years of private practice 
for Callahan. 
He dreamed of becoming a 
journalist as a youth growing up 
on the west side of Toledo. But 
he abandoned the goal during his 
college days. 
A World War II veteran, 
Callahan went to college on a Gl 
bill, majored In English and 
minored in history at John Carroll 
University in Cleveland, and earn- 
ed his law degree from the 
University of Michigan in 1952. 
He began practicing law In 
downtown Toledo by helping 
another lawyer with cases and 
later acquiring his own clients. 
But the high point of the 59 
year old lawyer's career was when 
he argued for 45 minutes before 
the U.S. Supreme Court. 
A framed front-page story in 
the New York Times, letters and 
an editorial cartoon about the case 
decorate his office walls, serving 
as constant reminders of this peak 
in his career. 
It involved a Toledo man 
sentenced to death without mercy 
In 1967. Callahan contested 
Ohio's judicial system, which 
allowed a jury to pronounce a 
man guilty and determine his 
punishment at the same time. 
Although the U. S. Supreme 
Court at first decided against his 
arguments, tt later e'lminated the 
death penalty for Catuihan's client 
and declared unconstitutional the 
system he rallied against. 
Callahan still opposes to the 
death penalty, and cherishes the 
memory of the case. 
But he casts it modestly aside, 
saying, "The most challenging 
cases are the ones that you have 
on your desk right now." 
The day's challenge was a 
case in Lucas County 
Court of Common Pleas, 
a short stroll from Callahan's office 
and a place that he frequents 
every two or three days. 
It is a familiar setting but 
Callahan would feel and look at 
ease in any courtroom. 
The lawyer's court appearance 
probably adds to this success and 
popularity, said a former Wood 
County prosecutor. 
And Callahan's appearance 
undeniably is persuasive. 
He stands straight and proud, 
speaks clearly, loudly, and with 
perfect grammar and pronuncia- 
tion. 
One might think that he has 
been speaking before judges for all 
of his 58 years, rather than the 
last 29. 
He laughed, recalling his first 
speech before court: "1 was In one 
of the old courts that had a spit- 
toon on the floor. When I stood 
up to say my first words, I kicked 
the spittoon over and Its contents 
went all over the floor." 
He chuckled and added, "The 
judge said, 'You're never going to 
forget your first day in court.' " 
Another time, Callahan drop- 
ped three cans of paint on the 
courtroom floor as part of an ex- 
hibit in a case. The cans broke 
and, Callahan remembers, "When 
I looked down, I had Sherwin 
Williams up to my shoetops." 
Now, expertise substitutes for 
these kinds of Incidents, although 
Callahan admits the courtroom is 
still as unpredictable as it was in 
those early days 
He said, "If I watched a soap 
opera, the events would be the 
same as every case I deal with, 
except they move a little quicker." 
And for as many times as he 
has dealt with defendants and 
their families, the lawyer said, 
"You don't get callous. The tears 
of parents, sisters and brothers are 
real. When you touch a nerve and 
see it, you don't forget it -- 
especially a sentimental Irishman 
like me," he added, while walking 
to the Lucas County Adult Proba- 
tion with a family whose son pro- 
bably will serve four years in 
prison. 
He talked to the family with the 
same courtroom-clear voice, but in 
a more gentle way. Before he left 
them, he reassured them, saying, 
"Don't worry about anything." 
He Is a man satisfied with his 
profession, satisfied with the high 
compensation he receives for his 
work, satisfied with a city he has 
workied in for a lifetime, satisfied 
to continue his hobbies of reading 
and traveling with his wife, in his 
spare time. 
"I just like everything about be- 
ing a lawyer," he said, smiling. 
story by Diane Rado 
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"I like dealing with people. I like listening to 
their problems because I think listening helps. I 
also like dealing with kids. 
"Working with kids is rewarding. You have 
to be totally honest with them  You have to 
tell them that it won't be easy and you have to 
hit the books. I think one encompasses the 
other. Basketball is just a hobby to me, 
something to do in my spare time. 
"I really don't know what I want to do, but I 
would just like to be a success and not give 
up," Flowers continued. "It gives me a lot of 
motivation to look at all of the degrees Mom 
and Dad (Geller) have on the wall. I know 
they got those by working. Someday I want to 
look back and say, 'Yeah, that's mine.' I 
couldn't say I was a success until I can say I 
did something myself." 
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Reichert fights his own war 
It was World War II, Europe, a 
typical battlefield scene. Bombs 
were dropping, the gunfire was 
deafening and the stink of death 
was In the air. It was then that 
William Reichert made his pledge. 
"I have a duty to tell every student who 
cares, about war. I made this commitment to 
myself in the danger of battle. I remember tell- 
ing myself, If I ever get off of this battlefield, 
111 tell anyone who wants to know what war Is 
really like,' " recalls Reichert. 
William Reichert Is an enigma. This Is true 
not only to those who have sat In on any of 
his political ideology classes over the last 14 
years, but also to those who have just heard of 
him. 
Perched in the uncompromising surroun- 
dings of his Williams Hall office, University 
professor, chairman of the political science 
department, but above all, family man William 
Reichert can't help but talk of war. It consumes 
his life. 
The war Reichert speaks of has no official ti- 
tle. He rarely speaks in specifics. No, his war is 
The War. 
"All my political theory gets down to war," 
he says. "Man is meant to live at peace with 
his fellow man. You have to realize that war is 
absolutely unthinkable. It Is a violation of ever 
thing that was created." 
Reichert got his Indoctrination Into war In 
the typical way. "I was a Boy Scout, 1 went to . 
Sunday school and 1 did all the things a boy 
was supposed to do In America. I was quite 
happy to be drafted. I had no knowledge of 
what war was," he remembers. 
But his naivete was shattered. His Brooklyn- 
bred guile was soon aroused and war became 
a means of putting his future Into perspective. 
"I got euchred Into carrying a gun there. I'm 
a battlefield pacifist. In order to stay alive, I 
had to shoot human beings. I suddenly realiz- 
ed there was a tremendous conflict between 
American values that are opposed to war and 
American Institutions that support the war 
machine," he says. 
That sudden realization took the form of 
ferocious questioning. And he questioned it all. 
The guns, the bombs, the death, the destruc- 
tion, all were questioned. Slowly, answers 
were found. 
"During that five years that I was in the ar- 
my, and especially the time I spent in a com- 
bat zone. I learned that I had to get educated, 
I had to find out what was happening to me,' 
he says. 
After he got his discharge, he did just that, 
enrolling in Transylvania College in Kentucky. 
Before getting out of college, Reichert had 
the education he wanted. He received a 
master's degree and later a PhD in political 
science and the history of political ideas from 
the University of Minnesota. 
Finally, Reichert's energy and ideas 
were focused. And as he came to 
grips with his feelings and pent-up 
emotions, Reichert finally began to understand 
what had happened during his five Army 
years. 
"War is not a noble institution, it's a horrible 
institution. 1 learned that I'm a peace person, I 
think In terms of peace. I don't believe war Is 
inevitable. 
"I do not classify myself as an absolute 
pacifist. Good sense tells me there are times 
when you have to fight. If someone Is coming 
after me, only then and under no other cir- 
cumstances would I fight," he says. 
When pressed as to when he would fight, 
the gray-haired Reichert, whose brown-rimmed 
glasses slump on his right cheek when he's ex- 
cited, stops and gives the question ample 
thought. 
"I am willing to use force if I have directly 
perceived someone using force against an In- 
nocent person," he says. "If Bowling Green, 
Ohio, gets attacked by an enemy, I will fight 
for Bowling Green, Ohio -- but only If I sense 
it. That is, if I see it and don't hear about It 
through propaganda." 
The cynicism of that last statement Is a reoc- 
curing theme in the life of Bill Reichert. As an 
impressionable army captain, he was fooled 
too often. 
"I was a good leader, yes I was. That Is, up 
until the time I realized that I was leading 
young men to their death. Actually I was 
pushing them to it," he says. 
But never is that cynicism more overt than 
when Reichert talks about flag-waving patriots 
with whom war and nobility are synonyms. 
"I'm an American patriot, I come from the 
old Republican people. I'm a working-class 
conservative person. But I can't trust the local 
veterans groups and the patriots who tell me 
that dying for your country is the greatest 
good. Living for your country is a greater 
good," he says. 
To complement his commitment toward 
peace, Reichert has taken an active role on 
campus to further his ideas. 
"When I first came here, the Vietnam War 
was in its early stages. Young men here were 
going off to war blindly. I talked to young men 
about war and they laughed at me. But soon, 
they came back, and they could understand 
war," he says. 
So while he didn't meet with early suc- 
cess, Reichert kept trying. His next 
peace crusade took the form of an ad- 
viser's position with the local chapter of 
Students for a Democratic Society, an anti- 
Vietnam War movement that was at best 
radical, and at worst, violent. 
"SDS was dedicated to the principles of Jef- 
fersonlan democracy. Jeffersonlan democracy, 
as SDS perceived it, was participatory 
democracy. People in local communities 
should formulate policies under which they 
could operate. The community should control 
social and political affairs. 
"People thought SDS was radical," he con- 
tinued, "because anytime you address yourself 
to the basic values of America, you're perceiv- 
ed as radical. SDS consisted of young people 
who began to see that America was destroying 
itself by getting into foreign entanglements It 
didn't belong In. The Vietnamese War was a 
good example. Young people began saying 
war is not good for America. SDS believed in 
an honest America. We were a loyal opposi- 
tion to the war policy that Richard Nixon and 
others before him had concocted." 
But like almost everything associated with 
that war, SDS turned ugly, and Reichert's 
pledge for peace was lost in the shuffle. 
Although American intervention in Vietnam 
ended, war and its ugly implications still con- 
sumed Reichert's personal and professional 
life. It wasn't a surprise, then, that the recent 
flap over draft registration has caught 
Reichert's Ire. 
And like the SDS days of the '60s, Reichert 
attacked the issue with the same fervor. So 
much so, In fact, that he was a featured 
speaker at the recent campus anti-draft 
registration rally two weeks ago. 
At that rally, Reichert told the hundred or so 
listeners about war and about Its death and 
destruction. "My duty is to make sure young 
people think about the issue. I'm against 
deception. But I won't try to stop my son if he 
decides to enter the army," he says. 
It came as no surprise that Reichert spoke at 
that rally, especially to his family. Reichert is a 
family man first. 
"I have three sons and a daughter and a 
very loving wife. I'm a family man. I find my 
family a great deal of comfort to me," he says. 
But though he tried to instill his sense of war 
into his children, Reichert is adament that he 
wouldn't make his children's ultimate decisions 
"I tell my kids, 'Hey, if you believe that war 
will further the spiritual base of the family, then 
it's OK. If you think you can be part of a war 
machine, OK, but you make the decision. All 
my children are pacifists, however. They seem 
to be naturally incapable of killing anything," 
he says. 
It would be easy for Reichert to leave his 
rhetoric at the office. But it's the gospel accor- 
ding to Reichert, and he lives it, even in his 
spare time This is especially evident through 
his choice of hobbles. 
"I reconstruct old furniture. 1 like to take old 
furniture made by craftsman and continue its 
life by repairing it and making it useful. That's 
my tradition. I like to keep in touch with the 
past," he says. 
Though he paints a grim picture of the past 
and the present, Reichert remains undetered in 
his optimism for the future. 
"We have the resources for creating a 
peaceful existence," he says. But the underly- 
ing problem, he adds, is learning to create that 
existence. 
To do this, he says, is simple. And indeed, 
it provides the ultimate commentary on 
Reichert. 
"I really believe that honesty is the best 
policy. We should try to be as honest on 
political thought, toward the family and toward 
civic duties as we can. That's the key. and 
that's all I can do. That's virtue as far as I'm 
concerned." .      -,        _ 
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Delores Black's extended family 
Fred dug his skates into the Ice. His 
outstretched arms groped cold air 
as he tried to follow the familiar 
voice of a woman standing In the 
middle of the rink. 
The woman's throaty voice beckoned the 
blind boy forward and her cheers sounded 
above the rustle of other children's voices. 
Fred wavered and almost fell, but then he 
flapped his arms and caught his balance. Then 
his hand finally touched hers. 
Simultaneously they smiled. 
And Fred's father once again saw Delores 
Black's dedication to his son and many other 
children like him. 
For the last seven years, she has donated 
her time to handicapped children. The Satur- 
day activity clinic, which she supervises every 
other week at the University, lets handicapped 
children enjoy activities that normal children 
enjoy. 
But it's not only the children that have fun. 
"I love meeting the parents because when I 
meet them, I am meeting America. And the 
gratification especially comes when Fred or 
Kenny say, 'Mrs. Black, I love you,' " the 
associate professor of the School of Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation said. "That 
makes It worthwhile." 
But, there are less glamorous moments. 
"I've had to leam the nitty gritty part 
of helping handicapped. In the 
classroom, you don't really get into that. But 
there are some multiply handicapped that I just 
couldn't work with all the time. 
"Sometimes you're just banging your head 
against the wall and don't see any successes," 
Black said, glancing at a plaque on the wall 
that read: "Do something; Lead, follow or get 
out of the way." "And I need to see those suc- 
cesses every once In awhile." 
She does. And so do the parents. 
Fred Fulkerson, of Toledo, said she taught 
his blind son, Fred, how to swim and gave him 
the opportunity to participate In activities he 
otherwise would have been unable to. 
Other parents have acknowledged Black's 
accomplishments and dedication over the years 
- either verbally or simply by bringing their 
children to every clinic. 
But Black says she is learning more than the 
children are. 
"They have done me the favor, I haven't 
done them the favor. I've become more pa- 
tient, and I have learned a little bit more of 
what handicapped people encounter In socie- 
ty," she noted. 
It Is not easy watching a child with multiple 
handicaps try to do something that normal 
people do without thinking. But Black has 
learned not to become emotionally Involved 
with the children. 
She said she tells clinic volunteers not to 
"baby the children, but to just love them." 
"I am no bnger afraid to approach a han- 
dicapped person, and I think we all need to be 
educated even more about them. We can't be 
ashamed of them," she said smiling. 
Delores Black's work with these 32 "special" 
children does not end at the clinic. She is tak- 
ing a sign language course to better understand 
and communicate with the deaf children. 
For her, teaching is not confined to the 
classroom and neither Is her light heartedness 
She laughs with the children when they slip 
on the ice at get splashed In the pool or even 
when their swimming trunks fall off. 
And they laugh with her. "We are like a 
family," she said. "We grow to know each 
other." 
Delores Black's smile seems to sum up her 
personality just as a verse tacked on the wall of 
her office sums up her reasons for helping: 
"Children are the world's most valuable 
resource and Its best hope for the future." 
story by Lisa Bowers 
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deed, he spends endless hours 
each day in the computer rooms 
in the Math Science Building. And 
because he can't drive, taking a 
girl around Is difficult. 
But after a moment in thought, 
he concedes that people's attitudes 
toward him often stand in the way 
of usual relationships. 
"If they don't know I'm blind it's 
OK, but when they find out. It's 
'Oh my God.' " 
Despite all the confidence, the 
wisecracks and the determination, 
Dave, like anyone else, sometimes 
wishes life was different. 
"There are times when you 
want to just go somewhere and 
drive away, or there's a good- 
looking girl who sits behind you In 
class and you want to go, 'Oh, 1 
wish I had a car.' 
"But I guess it wears off, 
because ft has to. You can't feel 
sorry for yourself." 
His biggest dream is to be a jet 
fighter pilot. 
"If 1 had my eyesight I wouldn't 
be at Bowling Green State Univer- 
sity. I'd probably be in some 
ROTC program or trying to get In 
Air Force academies," he said. 
Then a smile starts to creep 
back onto his face. He thinks out 
loud: maybe he could design'a 
computer what would enable him 
to fly alone 
"I think it could be possible," he 
said. 
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G.Z. Avery's 
long trip 
A Greyhound bus pulled alongside 
the one-room station and a short, 
balding man long past retirement 
age scooted luggage across the Ic- 
ed parking lot. 
After helping the bus driver load the lug- 
gage, he hurried Into the station. The phone 
was ringing and three people were waiting to 
buy tickets, but G.Z. Avery remained calm and 
chatted with the customers. He was used to 
being busy. 
Avery, who claims he Is 39 years old but 
admits he officially retired In 1966, has 
operated the Bowling Green bus station for the 
last 14 years. 
He says It is his Ufe. 
"Ever since my wife died, I don't really care 
to stay home much anymore. There are too 
many memories thire, and you )ust sit and 
think about them. 
"I've grown attached to taking care of that 
station," he said, glancing around the room. 
"If you don't like your work, you don't get 
much out of Hfe." 
But it Is only because Avery cares about 
people that he cares about his work. 
This Is evident in his cheerful attitude as well 
as in the little things he does for his customers 
- like staying open extra hours. 
"I am supposed to close at noon on Satur- 
days and Sundays, but I can't do that," Avery 
said, shaking his head. "I don't want people to 
have to stand outside In the cold just to wait 
on a bus." 
Avery was a driver for the Toledo, 
Bowling Green and Southern streetcar 
line until the early 1930s when street 
cars went out and buses came In. 
During the following 35 years when he 
drove buses for Greyhound, Avery traveled 
about 1,500 miles each week and more than 2 
million miles in his career. Driving was a 
"fascination." 
Long-ttnte friends Carroll Frank (left) and G. Z. Awry make plans for a Sunday get-together. 
"There was Just something about It that I 
couldn't get away from it. I met so many peo- 
ple," he recalled. "That's what I liked about it, 
because I like to be around people." 
And that is just what he is - a man who 
works 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. daily and 8 
p.m. to 10:30 p.m. nightly because he likes 
his job and wants to help people. 
University students often ride a bus home 
for the weekend and Avery says he enjoys 
chatting with younger people. Since a majority 
of the tickets he sells to students are round-trip 
tickets to Cleveland, he has a college special 
rate on these tickets  - just (o help students 
out. 
Avery, a native of Bowling Green, lives with 
his daughter, son-in-law and 14 cats. 
"My wife always felt bad for cats that were 
strays, so we took them In. 
"The cats always stayed around because 
they liked my wife's cooking," he softly said. 
"Didn't blame them ..." 
Avery's station, recently moved from behind 
Wooster Wine Shop to 500 Lehman Ave., is 
quaint but busy. He works alone, he says, 
because he does not make enough money to 
hire help. 
There are a few wooden chairs and a pop 
machine against the wall, and there is a 
counter where Avery sells tickets, money 
orders and candy bars, but gives out his share 
of kindness. 
And In the rear of the office there Is a por- 
table television people can watch when they 
are waiting on buses at night. He sits with 
them and talks about his life, and they 
sometimes talk about theirs 
Because, he says, "No one is a stranger to 
story by Lisa Bowers 
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Delta Zeta Welcomes Their 
New Pledges: 5ue Birmingham 
Terry Gillihan 
Dina Perish 
Linda Scott 
Unda Smith 
Watch for more features on the 
TODAY/TOMORROW 
pages in tomorrow's DG News 
THE BOWLING GREEN FACULTY ASSOCIATION 
and the 
OHIO EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
Invite everyone to Join them In commemoration ot the 
second anniversary o( the collective bargaining election at a torum featuring 
HOWARD ZINN 
Protestor ol Political Science 
Boston University 
• Boaid Member ol the Faculty Union (AAUP) at Boston University, and Chair ot Its 
Labor Unity Committee and Strike Committee 
• Noted Author and Scholar 
•Recipient ot BU's Metcalt Award lor Distinguished Teaching 
and 
MILTON FISK 
Prolessor ol P.iilosphy 
Indiana University 
•Past President ot the Faculty Union (AFT) at Indiana University, and ot the Indiana 
Philosophical Association 
•Past member ol the Subcommittee on Unionization. American Philosophical 
Association 
•Distinguished Author and Scholar 
speaking on 
"The Prospects for the Faculty Union Movement in the 1980's" 
Wednesday, January 28, I960 3:30 • 6:00 P.M. Qlsh Theater, Hannah 
Followed By A 
FACULTY WINE AND CHEESE RECEPTION 
(Faculty and Invited Guests Only) 
5:30-7:30 Campus Room. University Union 
DITI©NS The DG News Serving the college community for more thon six decodes 
MUSICIANS 
PERFORMERS 
Registration 12:30-3:30 Auditions begin at 1:00 
•••*••• 
Ann Arbor, MI Mon , Fob. 2 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
Michigan Union-Kuenzel & Walker Rms 
Bowling Green, OH   Tues , Feb. 3 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
University Union 
•*••••• 
Alao at Cedar Point Jan. 31 & Fab. 14 
TECHNICIANS 
Please send resumes by Feb. 1 
For other audition 
sites and further information contact: 
LIVE SHOWS 
Cedar Point.Sandusky, OH44870 (419)626-0630 
CEWR POINT 
forest apartments 
853 Nopol«on Rood 
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403 
Furnished Apt. 
9 mo. lease $380 per mo. 
including gas heat 
Model Open Daily 
By Appointment 
Res. Mgr. 352-2276 
Pendleton Realty Company 
319 E. WoosterSt. 
Phone 353-3641 
** 
RELAY THE 
$1 Buys 2nd Sub 
SUB-JME-QIffCfC'S 
Having Their 2nd Anniversary 
Celebration. 
Buy any $2.25 sub at full price, 
get any other $2.25 tub for $ 1.00 
(with this coupon). 
Delivery starts at 4:30 p.m. daily. 
Call 352-4663 
Expires Jan. 31. 1981     Other coupons not volid 
LIVE 
LONGBRANCH 
"Potlatch" 
Thufs.-Sat. 
NO COVER CHARGE 
'Downstairs' 
Wed-Deer 2 for 1- 
ALL NIGHT 
Thurs.- Double nickle draft beer 
^+ M 
THE Dcwrtcwr 
BAR 
(I I   l« II 4   fell    I I 14 Mi  ) 
D4IIT I I IS! M 14 1 il* 
TUESDAY- _DRAFT BEER % price 
WEDNESDAY- 2 for 1 on Everything 
THURSDAY- _1* HOT DOGS 
from 6 p.m. -10 p.m. 
FRI-SAT- 21 and OVER 
OPEN at 7 p.m. 
